
· Provide customized masks to your clients

    · Make Money as soon as they step in

         · Washable masks with disposable PM2.5 filters

               · 3 different sizes (Small, Medium and Large)

                     · Free play (Free Mask) or Pay at the kiosk 
                       with cash or Credit/Debit card

                      ·                       · Professionally manufactured by DC, a 23+ year 
                         Corporation, with Factory and offices in 
                         USA and EU

Patent pending

Custom your
selfiePHOTOmask with add-on 

Props and Funny Stickers

Customize it with your
photos, your designs

or your logo

Variety of default designs
 and seasonal graphics

BUY NOW

https://www.digital-centre.com/selfie-photo-mask/
https://www.digital-centre.com/
http://selfiephotomask.com
https://youtu.be/NxCVHzCdJjc


Features
· Plug and Play

· Free Software Upgrades

· Portable Kiosk, great for events, malls, bowling alleys or any static locations 

· Free play (Free Mask) or Pay at the kiosk with cash or Credit/Debit card

· Weekly and Monthly Reports with all operations and money colected

Bonus
· You increase the brand engagement by wearing a custom mask with your Logo

· Your business care for the customers while keeping your brand shining

· Now they can unlock their smartphones with the mask (check features on your  
  SmartPhone)

· Suddenl· Suddenly, patrons keep being recognized with the mask. They can be the coolest   
  person and stand out

· People are required to wear masks, now imagine if you’re selling masks that don't   
  hide their face or smiles while wearing it

· Allow your clients to keep smiling while wearing a Mask

Patent pending

*Patrons take a photo, automatically, at the kiosk. Choose quantity
 and size, and pay at the Kiosk, cash or credit/debit. Needs an
 attendant to heat the mask and deliver to patrons (40 seconds
 heating per mask). Attendant doesn’t have access to money.
 

 Heating machine is really hot, so the staff needs 
 appropriate instructions before operating it to avoid any accidents. appropriate instructions before operating it to avoid any accidents.
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